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buildings against ground floor column loss. In the designed prototype buildings, moment frames with5

beam-to-column rigid connections and concentric X-bracing frames resist the lateral force, while the6

steel-concrete composite floor slabs resist the gravity load. Macro models are used to capture the building7

response when removing ground floor columns. The macro models are built with a reduced modeling8

approach, in which the concrete damage and the local steel fracture behavior are accurately considered. The9

macro modeling approach is calibrated by high-fidelity models and validated by composite floor test. The10
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prototype buildings. To account for sudden column failure, an energy-based approach is used to convert the13
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each column failure case’s dynamic ultimate capacities with corresponding design requirements. Structural15

robustness enhancement strategies for steel frame buildings under progressive collapse scenarios are16
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Introduction23

Progressive collapse of structure is the phenomenon by which initial local component failure can24

successively spread to surrounding components, eventually resulting in devastating consequences, such as25

the collapse of an entire structure or a disproportionately large part of it (Starossek 2009). Several current26

guidelines (CEN 2006; GSA 2016; DoD 2016) addressing progressive collapse require structural robustness27

must be sufficient to prevent disproportionate collapse. Starossek and Haberland (2011) defines the term28

“structural robustness” as the “insensitivity of a structure to local failure”, while a broader definition is given29

in European Committee for Standardization (CEN 2006): “the ability of a structure to withstand abnormal30

events without being damaged to an extent disproportionate to the original cause.” The difference between31

these two definitions is whether or not the triggering events of local failure are taken into account. The32

definition proposed by Starossek and Haberland (2011) is threat independent, more pragmatic, and more33

widely accepted (CNPI 2011; ASCE/SEI 2017; Khandelwal and El-Tawil 2011; Bao et al. 2017).34

The definition of structural robustness is comprehensible, but still controversial and challenging to35

quantify. Robustness is a property involving many structural indicators, such as redundancy, ductility,36

vulnerability, exposure, etc. ASCE 7-16 (2016) proposes that structural robustness can be evaluated by37

“notional removal of key load-bearing structural elements, followed by a structural analysis to assess the38

ability of the structure to bridge over the damage”. Starossek and Haberland (2011) proposed three39

quantitative measures, including stiffness-based measure, damage-based measure, and energy-based40

measure, for quantifying structural robustness. Even though these measures are expressive and general, they41

are impracticable and difficult to calculate for complicated structures. Izzuddin et al. (2008), Khandelwal42

and El-Tawil (2011), Main (2014), Bao et al. (2017) proposed a practical capacity-based measure, which is43

based on the ultimate capacity of the target structure under single column loss scenarios. Nonlinear static44

pushdown analysis (Main 2014; Bao et al. 2017) or nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis (Khandelwal45

and El-Tawil 2011) can be used to compute the ultimate capacity after column failure. To capture the46

structural response after sudden column loss, the nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis is the most47
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accurate option, but it needs to run multiple dynamic analyses with incrementally increasing gravity load to48

capture the ultimate capacity (Khandelwal and El-Tawil 2011). Based on energy conservation, the static49

responses obtained from the nonlinear static pushdown analysis are converted into equivalent dynamic50

responses (Main 2014; Bao et al. 2017). Compared with the nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis, the51

nonlinear static pushdown analysis needs only to perform a single analysis. As a result, the computing cost is52

significantly decreased with this method.53

Therefore, a similar method as Bao et al. (2017) is utilized in this study. The target structures subjected54

to different ground floor column loss are simulated using the nonlinear static pushdown analyses, and the55

obtained static responses are converted into corresponding equivalent dynamic responses. Considering all56

the column failure scenarios, the minimum ratio between the ultimate dynamic capacity and the57

corresponding applied gravity load is selected as the robustness index. If the robustness index is greater than58

unity, the structure is robust enough to prevent progressive collapse under all column failure scenarios;59

otherwise, suitable strategies and measures must be taken to enhance the structural robustness.60

As noted by Alashker et al. (2011), planar analysis is not reliable for the progressive collapse61

simulation, and full three-dimensional (3D) analysis is the only accurate way to strictly investigate the62

structural robustness of an entire building. Apart from this, the floor slab can significantly improve the63

robustness of the structure, and its influence must be taken into consideration (Sadek et al. 2008; Alashker et64

al. 2010; Li and El-Tawil 2014; Johnson et al. 2016; Hadjioannou et al. 2018). The entire steel frame65

building analyses are time-consuming and require high computational cost. Hence, macro models are66

usually selected to replace high-fidelity models to reduce the computational time (Fu 2009; Fu 2010;67

Kwasniewski 2010; Alashker et al. 2011; Li and El-Tawil 2014). As noted by Wang et al. (2019b), the local68

stress state, including stress triaxiality and Lode angle, must be taken into account when simulating the69

progressive collapse of steel structures. But, in the macro model, it is challenging to reflect the influence of70

the local stress state on the steel fracture at the connection region. Up to now, this problem has not been71

satisfactorily solved. For the sake of settling this matter, this study presents a modeling approach for the72
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macro model of steel frame buildings, and the corresponding modeling methodology is illustrated in Fig. 1.73

High-fidelity models are calibrated and validated based on the test results of a full-scale composite floor test74

and related coupon tests (Wang et al. 2019b). Then, the high-fidelity models are used to calibrate the macro75

model, and calibrated macro model is verified by comparing its results with the composite floor test.76

Afterward, this modeling approach is applied to the progressive collapse simulation of a specially designed77

5-story prototype building. Based on this building, the influence of some key factors, including column78

failure location, the total number of floors, floor slab, beam-to-column connection type, adjacent span, and79

steel brace, on the collapse resistance are investigated.80

After that, the structural robustness of the prototype building is assessed. Meanwhile, a retrofitted81

moment-resisting connection with steel strands is proposed and applied to the prototype building. The82

effectiveness of this developed connection in enhancing structural robustness is validated. Additionally,83

structural robustness enhancement strategies for steel frame buildings under progressive collapse scenarios84

are summarized and discussed.85

Composite Floor Test86

As mentioned above, the macro model of the composite floor is calibrated by the high-fidelity model,87

which is calibrated and validated by a full-scale composite floor test (Wang et al. 2020). In this test, a88

middle-edge column removal scenario is investigated. Figure 2 (a) depicts the plan view of the test specimen.89

The member dimensions are H200 (section height) × 100 (flange width) × 5.5 (web thickness) × 8 (flange90

thickness) for girders, H150 × 75 × 7 × 10 for beams, and H200 × 200 × 8 × 12 for columns, respectively.91

Except for the removed column, all the column bases are fixed during the test. The girders are connected to92

the columns with welded flange-bolted web (WFBW) connection. The beams are connected to the girders93

and columns with shear tab connection. The total thickness of the composite slab used in this specimen is94

100 mm. The corrugation depth of the 1.2 mm trapezoidal steel deck is 50 mm, while the thickness of the95

slab flange is 50 mm. The ribs of the steel decks are oriented parallel to the girder line. The concrete slab is96

reinforced by steel meshes with 8 mm diameter rebars at 200 mm spacing. Composite action between beams97
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and composite slabs are achieved through 16 mm diameter shear studs at 300 and 305 mm spacing along the98

girder and beam directions, respectively. Push-out tests are conducted to determine the load-slip behavior of99

the shear studs along the girder and beam directions, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). To simulate the boundary100

constraints of the surrounding bays, 900 mm extra slabs are extended at the horizontal boundaries. Besides,101

the extended floor beams are also constrained at their ends by horizontal supports. During the test,102

significant catenary force is developed in the girders connected to the removed column, and it causes lateral103

movements that cannot be ignored at their ends. By diving the measured lateral force and lateral104

displacement, the horizontal elastic stiffness of the horizontal supports at these locations is approximately105

equal to 10 kN/m (Wang et al. 2019b; Wang et al. 2020). In the test, a displacement-controlled vertical load106

of the actuator is uniformly distributed to 24 points on the specimen’s slab to simulate the uniform gravity107

load. The principal material properties of the steel used in this specimen are shown in Fig.1 (c). The108

cylindrical compressive strength of concrete is 26 MPa. More details for this test can be found in Wang et al.109

(2020).110

High-Fidelity Model of Composite Floor111

A high-fidelity model (Fig. 1) is built based on the composite floor test and is described in detail by112

Wang et al. (2019b), and the modeling scheme is briefly presented here. Steel members, including girders,113

beams, columns, and steel decks, are modeled by shell elements. Truss elements and beam elements are used114

to model rebars and shear studs, respectively. Reduced-integration solid elements are used to model the115

concrete slab. The nonlinear material behaviors, including ductile fracture of steel and plastic damage of116

concrete, are accurately calibrated based on the coupon test results. Nonlinear spring elements are used to117

model the load-slip relationship between shear studs and floor beams, and their load-slip relationships are118

derived from the push-out tests. The element nodes of rebar and shear stud are merged with their119

surrounding concrete elements to enforce a perfect bond between them. Spring elements are used to simulate120

the lateral restraint stiffness at the girder ends that are co-linear with the removed column. Other121

deformations at the ends of the extended floor beams are fully restrained. The floor load applied by the test122
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set-up is simulated by applying a uniform vertical load to the floor region affected by the removed column.123

The accuracy of the high-fidelity model has been validated by Wang et al. (2019b), and the124

load-displacement relationships of this model and the test are compared in Fig. 2(d). In the next section, this125

high-fidelity modeling method will be used to calibrate the macro model of the composite floor.126

Macro Modeling Approach of Composite Floor127

This section presents a macro model of the above-mentioned composite floor test, which is128

implemented through the LS-DYNA software.129

Girder-to-Column Connection130

Figure 2 (a) shows the macro model of the composite floor in the vicinity of the girder-to-column131

connection. Hughes-Liu beam elements are used to model the girders, beams, and columns. The spring132

elements are used to model the welded girder flanges and bolted shear tab connections. The nonlinear133

behavior of these spring elements is modeled using a general spring material model, which is the No. 119134

material in LS-DYNA. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the axial load-deformation relationships of these spring135

elements are represented by a trilinear model, similar to that proposed by Sadek et al. (2008). After the136

ultimate tensile resistance (tu) is reached, the trilinear model decreases linearly till it becomes zero at the137

fracture displacement (δ0). The axial resistance remains unchanged after the ultimate compressive resistance138

(-tu) is reached. In the test, the girder-to-column connections and beam-to-column connections were all139

failed by tension failure, while shear failure and out-of-plane failure were not observed. Hence, the spring140

deformations along these directions are rigidly constrained. A similar procedure is also used by Sadek et al.141

(2008), Yang and Tan (2013), Ding et al. (2017).142

The fracture performance of the girder-to-column connections under progressive collapse scenarios is143

highly affected by the stress state parameters, including stress triaxiality and lode angle. Ductile fracture144

models, incorporating the effects of stress triaxiality and lode angle, were determined by steel coupons145

extracted from the composite floor specimen (Wang et al., 2019b). However, these fracture models cannot146

be applied directly to the beam elements, as the local stress state cannot be accurately determined by the147
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beam element. To overcome this difficulty, an indirect method is employed: a high-fidelity model is built to148

simulate the fracture behavior of the girder-to-column connection, and its results are used to calibrate the149

corresponding macro model. The detailed calibration procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2(c). The web spring is150

first calibrated using a bolted shear tab connection model extracted from the girder-to-column connection.151

Both bolted shear tab connections built by the high-fidelity method and macro method are subjected to the152

monotonic tensile loading along the girder axis. After several adjustments, the parameters of the web spring153

are determined when the result of the macro model matches that of the high-fidelity model. Then, as shown154

in Fig. 2(c), the flange spring is calibrated using a half-span girder model, which can approximately155

represent the performance of the girder-to-column connection under the column removal scenario (Wang et156

al., 2019b). In the half span model, the constraint that comes from the column is simplified to a rigid157

boundary, while a monotonic vertical loading is applied to the horizontally restrained girder end. Both the158

high-fidelity model and macro model are built for the half-span model. The calibrated web spring is used in159

this macro half-span model. It is noteworthy that, for the flange springs, ty and tu are equal to the tensile160

yield and ultimate capacities of the flange section, while δy is equal to the yield deformation of the flange.161

Therefore, only δu and δ0 are needed to be calibrated for the flange spring. In a similar manner to that162

described above, the parameters of the flange spring are calibrated when the result of the macro model fits163

well with that of the high-fidelity model. As the bolt connection dimensions and material properties of the164

beam-to-column connection are identical to those of the girder-to-column connection, the calibrated web165

spring for the girder-to-column connection is used in the macro model of beam-to-column connection. The166

parameters of the calibrated connection springs are listed in Table 1. As the high-strength bolts are used, the167

failure of the bolted shear tab connection is assumed to be induced by the fracture of shear tabs or beam168

webs rather than the bolt shear failure. Therefore, this modeling method may not be directly applied to the169

connections governed by the bolt shear failure mode.170

Composite Floor Slab171

Figure 4(a) illustrates the modeling and calibration approach for the macro model of the composite slab.172
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To reduce computing time, shell elements with through-thickness integration are used to model the173

composite slab. Shell elements are divided into two categories (strong strip and weak strip) to reflect the174

variation in section height of the corrugated composite slab. The 50 mm thick slab flange section is175

presented by weak strip, while the 100 mm thick slab section with flange and rib is represented by the strong176

strip. A total of seven integration points are used in the strong strip, including one steel deck point, two rebar177

points, and four concrete points. Because only the deck ribs are constrained to the floor beams by the shear178

studs, the steel deck point is not modeled in the weak strip. Hence, the weak strip is composed of two rebar179

points and four concrete points. To ensure the continuity of the model, the element nodes of the strong strip180

are defined at the mid-thickness section of the composite slab, while the element nodes of the weak strip are181

defined at the bottom surface of the slab flange.182

The material 172 in LS-DYNA is used to simulate the steel deck, rebar, and concrete in the shell183

elements. By changing the reinforcement rate, this material model can simulate smeared rebar, plain184

concrete, or a combination of both. Figure 2(b) presents the stress-strain curves for different materials used185

in this material model. Two separate integration points are used to model the rebars in two directions. Hence,186

the rebar fracture in one direction will not induce the premature failure of rebars in the transverse direction.187

Limited by the trapezoidal cross-section, the steel deck cannot develop significant tensile force in the188

direction perpendicular to the deck ribs. Given this behavior, in the steel deck point, the steel deck property189

is only defined in the direction parallel to the deck ribs. To avoid the convergence problem resulted by too190

large unrealistic element distortion, when the plastic strain reaches 0.3, the corresponding shell element is191

removed from the model.192

Under the progressive collapse scenario, the load-carrying capacity of the composite slab is mainly193

provided by the bending resistance and the tensile membrane action. As shown in Fig 4, limited by the194

corrugated cross-section, the composite slab used in this study acts as a one-way slab and can only develop195

bending resistance about the y axis (perpendicular to the deck ribs). In contrast, tensile forces can be196

developed along both x axis (parallel to the deck ribs) and y axis. The tensile forces along the x axis are197
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developed by steel decks and rebars, while the tensile forces along the y axis are only developed by the198

rebars. In view of the above, as shown in Fig. 4, the macro model of the composite slab is calibrated in terms199

of three loading cases: tension along x axis, tension along y axis, and bending about y axis. The benchmark200

model for the calibration is a square composite slab extracted from the test specimen, which size is 2400 ×201

2400 mm. Both high-fidelity model and macro model are built for it. Since only the deck ribs are202

constrained by the shear studs, for the steel deck in the high-fidelity model, only element nodes at the203

bottom surfaces are applied with horizontal constraint (bending about y axis) or tensile force (tension along204

x axis). After several adjustments, the macro model is calibrated when its results match those of the205

high-fidelity model, and the comparison between them is shown in Fig. 4. The element number of the macro206

model and high-fidelity model is 64 and 41088, respectively. Therefore, the macro model significantly207

reduces the computational cost.208

Shear Stud209

As shown in Fig. 2(c), the load-slip relations and the shear capacity of the shear stud are obtained by210

conducting push-out tests. In the macro model of the composite floor (Fig. 3a), rigid bars extend from the211

element nodes of girders and beams to their top flanges, and the composite slabs are connected to these rigid212

bars by discrete beam elements. A general spring material model, material 119 in LS-DYNA, is applied to213

these discrete beam elements to simulate the shear studs. The spring is defined with the parameters described214

by Wang et al. (2019b).215

Comparison with Experimental Results216

In the macro model of the composite floor (Fig. 1), an incrementally increasing vertical load is217

uniformly applied to the floor region affected by the removed column, until the macro model loses218

load-carrying capacity. According to the experimental design, all column bases are fixed, except for the219

removed column. The lateral restraints at the girder ends that are co-linear with the removed column are220

simulated by spring elements, which stiffness is 10 kN/mm, as mentioned above. Other deformations at the221

ends of the floor beams are fully restrained. The total vertical reaction at the bases of all columns is222
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considered as the floor resistance. The numerically calculated floor resistance vs. vertical displacement223

curve at the removed column is drawn in Fig. 2 (b), which matches well with that obtained from test data.224

Two principal peak load points, caused by the failure development at the girder-to-column connection, are225

successfully captured. Hence, this macro modeling approach is adopted in the following section.226

Prototype Buildings227

Two 5-story prototype steel frame buildings, Building A (Fig. 5a) and Building B (Fig. 5b), are228

designed according to Chinese codes (GB50017-2017; GB50011-2010). The seismic design intensities of229

Building A and Building B are VI and VIII, respectively. The design basic earthquake accelerations of230

Building A and Building B are 0.05 and 0.20 g (gravitational acceleration), respectively. Compared with231

Building A, the excess seismic loads in Building B are resisted by steel braces. Except for the concentric232

steel braces, all the structure dimensions are identical for these two buildings. In these two buildings, the233

height of each floor is 4.5 m, the girder span is 9 m, the beam span is 6 m, the beam spacing is 3 m. The234

design dead load (DL) is 5 kN/m2, and the live load (LL) is 2 kN/m2. The composite floor slab is identical to235

that shown in Fig. 3 (a). The steel deck and slab reinforcement used in the composite slabs are the same as236

those used by Wang et al. (2020). As shown in Fig. 5 (c), all the girder-to-column connections and237

beam-to-column connections are WFBW connections, while the beam-to-girder connections are bolted shear238

tab connections. Square steel tube columns with a section of ▢400 × 12 are used in these buildings.239

H-shaped steel girder and beam are used, which section sizes are H500 × 200 × 10 × 16 and H300 × 150 ×240

6.5 × 9, respectively. All the column bases in the prototype buildings are designed as embedded column base,241

which stiffness meets the requirements of rigid joint in the Eurocode (CEN 2005). Therefore, the column242

bases are fixed in the macro model of the prototype buildings. Moreover, the fixed column bases are widely243

adopted in simulating the progressive collapse of steel frame buildings. For instance, the National Institute244

of Standards and Technology (NIST) designed two typical 10-story steel frame buildings to investigate245

effective designs in resisting disproportionate collapse, which column bases were assumed as fixed (Sadek246

et al. 2010; Main and Sadek 2012). The composite slab and the floor beams are connected by 19 mm247
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diameter shear studs. Each girder has 85 shear studs with a spacing of 100 mm, while each beam has 38248

shear studs. Full shear connection is achieved between the composite slabs and the floor beams.249

Consequently, in the macro model of the prototype buildings, the shear failure of the shear stud is not250

modeled. The section size of steel braces in Building B is H175 × 175 × 7.5 × 11. In these prototype251

buildings, the steel properties used for the columns, beams, and girders are the same as that used in the252

girder flanges of the above-mentioned composite floor specimen, while the material properties of the253

concrete, rebars, shear studs, and steel decks are identical to the composite floor specimen.254

Using the calibration method for the connection springs mentioned above, the axial parameters of the255

springs for the girder-to-column connection and the beam-to-column connection are calibrated, which are256

listed in Table 2. The axial parameters of the web springs at the beam-to-girder connection are the same as257

that of the beam-to-column connection. Even though the shear failure mode of the moment-resisting258

connections has not been observed in the progressive collapse tests (Li et al. 2013; Li et al. 2015; Qin et al.259

2015; Wang et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2019a; Wang et al. 2019b), the vertical shear failure is still simulated in260

prototype buildings. The vertical shear load is assumed to be merely resisted by the bolted shear tab261

connection, and the contribution of the flanges is neglected. The ultimate vertical shear resistance of each262

web spring is calculated by dividing the vertical ultimate capacity of connection by the number of bolts. The263

vertical ultimate capacity of the connection is calculated according to the GB50017-2017 (2017)264

specification. The vertical deformations of the web springs are neglected by defining a large vertical265

stiffness to them. When the ultimate vertical shear resistance or the axial fracture displacement is reached,266

the web springs will be deleted from the model. For the girder-to-column connection and the267

beam-to-column connection, the ultimate vertical shear resistance of the web springs is 235 and 91 kN,268

respectively. As the top flanges of the girder and beam have been tightly restrained by the floor slab, the269

out-of-plane failure of the connection is not simulated in the model of the prototype buildings.270

Analysis of Prototype Buildings271

As shown in Figure 5, due to the symmetrical nature of the prototype building, there are nine272
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single-column failure scenarios at the ground floor, namely A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2, C3. Using the273

macro model verified above, nonlinear static pushdown analyses under these scenarios are performed. In the274

pushdown analysis, the failed ground column is removed before the uniform vertical load is applied.275

Incrementally increasing vertical load is uniformly applied on the floor slabs affected by the failed column276

and the floor slabs above it, until the ultimate load-carrying capacity of the residual structure is reached. The277

total vertical reaction at the bases of all columns is considered as the building resistance. Dividing the278

building resistance by the floor area subjected to the vertical load is regarded as the load intensity. Therefore,279

the relationship between the load intensity and the vertical displacement at the failed column can be280

obtained.281

Influence of Column Failure Location282

Figure 6 illustrates the load intensity-displacement relationship of Building A under different column283

removal scenarios. Table 3 summarizes the ultimate resistance of the Building A (RA) under different column284

removal scenarios and compares them with the load combination for extraordinary events (1.2 DL + 0.5 LL)285

defined in ASCE 7-16 (2016), which is named as Rd in this study. As shown in Table 3, RA is much higher286

than its corresponding Rd for all column failure cases. The RA of the C1 case is the highest, which is 4.90 Rd,287

while the B2 case has the lowest RA, which is 3.27 Rd. For the A1, B1, and C1 cases, the RA is at least equal288

to 4.27 Rd; for the other six cases excluding C3 case, the RA is approximately equal to 3.3 Rd. Compared289

with the other six cases, the tributary floor area of the affected girders of the A1, B1, and C1 cases is only290

half of that of the other six cases, which causes the relatively higher RA of these cases. Excluding the A1, B1,291

and C1 cases, C3 case has slightly higher RA than the other cases, which is benefiting from the development292

of the tensile membrane action and two-way catenary action after the surrounding horizontal boundaries are293

constrained. For the B2 and B3 cases, limited by the weak horizontal constraints, the tensile membrane294

action and catenary action cannot be fully developed at the large deformation stage, so the load295

intensity-displacement curves of these two cases show an obvious downward trend after reaching their296

maximum flexural resistance. According to Li et al. (2013) and Li et al. (2015), the catenary force in the297
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steel beam begins to develop when the beam’s chord rotation exceeds 0.1 rad. Therefore, this deformation298

(0.1rad, 900mm) is taken as the starting point of the large deformation stage in this study.299

Influence of Total Number of Floors300

In order to study the influence of the total number of floors on the progressive collapse resistance, the301

ground floor in Building A is extracted to investigate its structural responses under different column removal302

scenarios, and the corresponding load intensity-displacement curves are drawn in Fig. 6. Except for the A1303

case, the load intensity-displacement curves of the five-story and single-story prototype structures are304

approximately the same. Table 3 summarizes the ultimate resistance of the single-floor prototype structure305

(RA1) for each column removal scenario and compares it with the corresponding RA. Except for the A1 case,306

the differences between RA and RA1 for the rest of the cases are less than 10%. For the A1 case, the RA is307

1.15 times RA1, because the five-story structure develops the Vierendeel mechanism, which is lacking in the308

single-story structure (Sagiroglu and Sasani 2014; Qiao et al. 2018). Apart from the corner column loss309

scenario (A1), the influence of the Vierendeel mechanism on the load-carrying capacity of building A is310

negligible. This indicates that, in building A, the load carried by each floor is almost the same; that is to say,311

the vertical load of the multi-story structure under column loss scenario is not concentrated on a certain floor.312

Therefore, if the structural arrangement, size, and applied gravity load of each floor are the same, each floor313

tends to resist only the vertical load applied to it. This conclusion echoes the finding reported by Hoffman314

and Fahnestock (2011). Hence, except for the corner column failure scenario, the total number of floors does315

not significantly change the performance of the regular structure under progressive collapse scenario.316

Influence of Composite Floor Slab317

To study the effect of the composite floor slab on the progressive collapse resistance, the floor slab in318

the single-floor structure is removed to make it become a single-floor frame, and the vertical319

displacement-controlled load is applied to the failed column. The load intensity of the single-floor frame is320

calculated by dividing the total vertical resistance by the tributary floor area of the removed column. For321

instance, the tributary floor area of the A1 case is equal to 13.5 m2 (0.5 girder span × 0.5 beam span), which322
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is only a quarter of the loading area for the single-floor structure with slab. Figure 6 depicts the load323

intensity-displacement curves of different column failure cases. Table 3 summarizes the ultimate resistance324

of the single-story structure without slab (RA1f) under each column removal scenario and compares it with325

the corresponding RA1. It can be concluded that the composite floor slab can increase the RA1f by at least326

51%, and even increase by 114% for C3 case. Furthermore, the minimum RA1 (21.62 kN/m2) is 89 % higher327

than the minimum RA1f (11.43 kN/m2). This implies the composite floor slab can greatly improve the328

progressive collapse resistance of the steel frame structure, so the contribution of the composite floor slab329

cannot be ignored in the progressive collapse resistance analysis of the steel frame structure.330

Influence of Beam-to-Column Connection Type331

In this section, the effects of two commonly used rigid beam-to-column connections, including WFBW332

connection and welded flange-welded web connection (WFWW), on the progressive collapse resistance of333

Building A are studied. The Complete-Joint-Penetration groove weld is used to connect the flanges, webs,334

and shear tabs to the column wall. The strength of the weld is assumed to be stronger than the connected335

members, and the influence of the weld on the surrounding materials is neglected.336

First of all, the bearing capacity and deformation capacity of these two connections are compared using337

the solid element half-span model (Fig. 2d), and the corresponding simulation results of the beam-to-column338

connection and girder-to-column connection are shown in Fig. 7 (a). For the beam-to-column connection,339

the vertical displacement corresponding to the ultimate resistance of the WFBW connection is 144% higher340

than that of the WFWW connection, but its ultimate resistance is 8.2% lower than that of the WFWW341

connection. For the girder-to-column connection, the vertical displacement corresponding to the ultimate342

resistance of the WFBW connection is 147% higher than that of the WFWW connection, but the ultimate343

resistance is reduced by 6.8% compared to the WFWW connection. Despite the fact that the ultimate344

resistance of WFWW connection is slightly higher, the WFBW connection has an obvious advantage in345

developing catenary action at the large deformation stage, which is also confirmed by the experimental test346

conducted by Li et al. (2013). For the macro model of the WFWW connection, the modeling method of the347
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flanges is the same as that of the WFBW connection, while the welded webs are divided equally into four348

pieces and simulated by four web springs, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Using a similar calibration approach as that349

used for the WFBW connection, the connection springs of WFWW connection are calibrated, and the axial350

parameters of springs are listed in Table 2. In addition, for the girder-to-column WFWW connection and351

beam-to-column WFWW connection, the ultimate vertical shear resistance of the web spring is 310 and 131352

kN, respectively.353

After replacing the WFBW connection in building A with the WFWW connection, the load354

intensity-displacement curves corresponding to each column failure case are drawn in Fig. 7 (c). Table 3355

summarizes the ultimate resistance of Building A using WFWW connection (RAW) in each column failure356

case and compares it with the ultimate resistance of Building A using WFBW connection (RA). Except for357

the C1, C2, and C3 cases, RAW and RA are approximately equal. For the C1, C2, and C3 cases, RA is 9 %,358

5 %, and 8 % higher than the corresponding RAW. For these three cases, the horizontal boundary359

displacement of girders is constrained by the adjacent structures, which contributes to the development of360

the catenary action in the building using the WFBW connection. In addition, as shown in Fig. 7 (c), except361

for the A1 and B1 cases, the load-carrying capacity of Building A with WFBW connection is significantly362

higher than that using the WFWW connection at the large deformation stage. Therefore, for the steel frame363

buildings, the progressive collapse resistance of the WFBW connection is superior to that of the WFWW364

connection.365

Influence of Steel Braces366

Figure 8 (a) shows the macro model of Building B and the modeling approach for the steel braces. Steel367

braces are modeled by the Hughes-Liu beam elements, and the connection regions are represented by rigid368

bars. The braces are fully constrained to the rigid bars to simulate the rigid connections between them.369

Based on the observation of the failure phenomenon, the failure modes of Building B can be classified370

into two categories: (i) floor failure caused by the connection failure and slab fracture, and (ii) column371

failure caused by the redistributed vertical load and P-delta effect. The failure modes of C1 and C3 cases of372
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Building B are floor failure and column failure, respectively. The load intensity-displacement curves of373

Building A and Building B are drawn in Fig. 8 (b). Table 3 summarizes the primary simulation results of374

Building A and Building B. Except for the B2, B3, and C1 cases, the ultimate resistance of Building B (RB)375

is significantly higher than the corresponding RA. C2 case has the largest improved percentage (70%), and376

B1 case has the least (29%). For the B2, B3, and C1 cases, the load intensity-displacement curves of377

Building A and Building B are nearly the same, because Building B has no braces located in the affected378

spans for these cases. On the contrary, for the remaining cases, the steel braces located in the affected spans379

have significantly enhanced the ultimate vertical resistance (at least by 29%) and reduced the vertical380

deformation. Compared with Building A, the steel braces in Building B have changed the failure modes of381

C2 and C3 cases from floor failure to column failure. The column failure mode indicates that the structure382

has reached the maximum vertical resistance that can be achieved under this case, while the floor failure383

mode indicates that the vertical load of the structure is inadequate to cause the column failure.384

Influence of Adjacent Spans385

On the girder/beam-to-column connection level and composite slab level, the stiffness of horizontal386

boundary constraints can significantly change the progressive collapse behavior (Kang et al. 2017; Wang et387

al. 2021). When an entire structure is subjected to column loss, the horizontal boundary constraints of the388

affected floor region are provided by its adjacent spans. As shown in Fig. 9, based on the C1 and C3 cases in389

Building A, the effect of adjacent spans on the progressive collapse response is studied. A total of four cases390

are compared and analyzed: without adjacent span, one adjacent span, two adjacent spans, and three adjacent391

spans. The deformation modes and load intensity-displacement curves corresponding to these circumstances392

are shown in Fig. 9.393

Figure 9 indicates that the adjacent spans can alter the progressive collapse resistance at the large394

deformation stage, while the structural response at the flexural stage is not affected. For the C1 case, the395

ultimate resistance of one adjacent span circumstance is 21 % higher than that of the circumstance without396

adjacent span, because obvious catenary action and tensile membrane action are developed with the help of397
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adjacent span. For the circumstance without adjacent span, compared with its flexural capacity, there is no398

obvious increase in the load-carrying capacity at the large deformation stage. However, for the399

circumstances with one, two, or three adjacent spans, the load intensity-displacement curves are400

approximately the same. When it comes to the C3 case, a similar phenomenon is observed, and the ultimate401

resistance of cases with adjacent spans is about 12 % higher than that of the case without adjacent spans. It402

can be concluded that adjacent spans can improve the progressive collapse resistance by improving the403

catenary action and tensile membrane action. For Building A, one adjacent span is sufficient for developing404

the catenary action and tensile membrane action.405

Robustness Evaluation and Enhancement Strategies406

Robustness Evaluation Method407

By the aforementioned macro modeling approach, the nonlinear static response of the steel frame408

buildings under column loss scenarios can be obtained. As shown in Fig. 10 (a), based on the energy-based409

method proposed by Izzuddin et al. (2008), the nonlinear static response can be converted into an equivalent410

dynamic response. After reaching the static ultimate capacity (Fsu), the load-carrying capacity of the411

structure will become unstable, which may suddenly break down (Main 2014; Bao et al. 2017). Therefore,412

the displacement corresponding to Fsu is regarded as the termination point of the equivalent dynamic413

response curve. Prior to this termination point, the dynamic ultimate capacity (Fdu) achieved by the414

equivalent dynamic response curve can be regarded as the structure’s ultimate capacity against progressive415

collapse.416

Figure 10 (b) depicts the structural robustness evaluation method and design routine of the steel frame417

building. The minimum Fdu of all column loss scenarios is regarded as the ultimate capacity of the objective418

structure. The progressive collapse resistance demand of this structure is chosen as the load combination for419

extraordinary events Rd, which is specified in ASCE 7-16 (2016). If the ultimate capacity of the objective420

structure is higher than its progressive collapse resistance demand, this structure is considered to be robust421

enough to avoid progressive collapse. Otherwise, it is necessary to select an appropriate structural robustness422
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enhancement method to redesign and re-evaluate the objective structure, until its ultimate capacity is higher423

than its progressive collapse resistance demand.424

Retrofitted Moment Resisting Connection425

Figure 11 (a) illustrates a retrofitted moment-resisting connection with steel strands, which can enhance426

structural robustness by providing a second line of defense to the girder-to-column connections and427

beam-to-column connections. This proposed connection comprises columns, girders, beams, steel strands,428

and stiffening ribs. The yield strength, ultimate strength, and ultimate strain of the steel strand are 1800 MPa,429

1900 MPa, and 0.05, respectively. The girder-to-column connection in Wang et al. (2019b) is chosen here to430

establish this retrofitted connection. Four steel strands are installed in this connection region, which yield431

capacity equals the girder section. The cross-section area of each strand is 98.7 mm2. Figure 11 (a) shows the432

half-span model with the retrofitted moment-resisting connection, which modeling strategy follows that used433

by Wang et al. (2019b). Steel strands are modeled by truss elements, which ends are coupling with the434

corresponding girder section to simulate the constraints from stiffening ribs.435

Based on this model, as shown in Fig. 11 (a), the influences of the length and prestress of the steel436

strand are investigated. After installing steel strands, the vertical resistance of the half-span model is437

remarkably improved. When the strand length in the half-span model (ls) equals to three times the girder438

height (hf), the vertical resistance is highest, which is 3.66 times the model without steel strand. Moreover,439

the deformation capacity of this connection is also improved by 198%. Given this, the strand length ls = 3hf440

is selected in the following simulations. As shown in Fig. 11 (a), the ratio between strand prestress and its441

yield stress (β) has a limited impact on the vertical resistance of the half-span model. Therefore, in the442

following simulation, the steel strands are not applied prestress.443

The girder-to-column connections and beam-to-column connections in Building A are all replaced by444

the retrofitted moment-resisting connection. This reinforced building is named Building C. In Building C,445

four steel strands (cross-section area of each strand is 406.5 mm2) are installed in the girder-to-column446

connection, and four steel strands (cross-section area of each strand is 165.0 mm2) are installed in the447
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beam-to-column connection. As shown in Figure 11 (b), in the macro model, the steel strands are modeled448

by truss elements, and the cross-section area of each truss element is equal to the sum of the cross-section449

area of the two steel strands at the same elevation. The size of the truss element is 50 mm. In the macro450

model, one end of the steel strand is constrained to the beam through a rigid bar, and the other end is fixed to451

the connection region at its corresponding elevation.452

Figure 11 (c) shows the load intensity-displacement curves of Building C subjected to different column453

loss scenarios, and its ultimate resistance (RC) is listed in Table 4. Owing to the retrofitted connection, RC454

exceeds its corresponding RA under all column removal cases. For Building A, the progressive collapse455

resistance of A2, A3, B2, B3, C2, and C3 cases are comparatively weak. After replacing with the retrofitted456

connection, the ultimate resistance of these six cases has been improved by at least 11 %, and this457

percentage of A3 case reaches 24 %. The improvement of the progressive collapse resistance of these cases458

is attributed to the enhanced catenary action. Compared with Building A, the improvement percentage of A1459

case is the least in Building C, which is only 3%. This is because the progressive collapse resistance under460

the corner column removal scenario is mainly provided by the flexural capacity of beams and slabs, and the461

Vierendeel mechanism between the different floors. Therefore, for the A1 case, the advantage of the462

retrofitted connection in developing catenary action can not be exerted.463

According to the method depicted in Fig. 10 (a), the nonlinear static response curves of Building A and464

Building C in Fig. 11 (c) are converted into equivalent dynamic response curves. The dynamic ultimate465

capacity of Building A and Building C is summarized in Table 4 and is denoted by Fdu_A and Fdu_C,466

respectively. For Building A, the RA of A2, A3, B2, B3, C2, and C3 cases is relatively weak. However, after467

being converted into dynamic response, Fdu_A of B2 and B3 cases is much weaker than that of A2, A3, C2,468

and C3 cases. This is because, when the static response reaches its ultimate resistance, the displacements of469

B2 and B3 cases are relatively small, and their equivalent dynamic response curves are more similar to the470

“Type 1” dynamic response curve, which will be discussed in the next section. The Fdu_A of B2 and B3 cases,471

which are the most vulnerable cases in Building A, is about 2.45 times the corresponding Rd. Therefore, it472
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can be concluded that, Building A has sufficient structural robustness to prevent the progressive collapse473

initiated by single ground floor column failure. By comparing Fdu_A and Fdu_C, the dynamic ultimate474

capacity has been improved for all cases when the retrofitted connections are utilized. For Building C, the475

most vulnerable cases are still the interior column removal cases, including B2, B3, C2, and C3 cases, but476

the Fdu_C of these cases is at least 2.92 times the corresponding Rd. Therefore, compared with the minimum477

Fdu_A in Building A, the minimum dynamic ultimate capacity of Building C has been improved by 19 %.478

Discussion on the Robustness Enhancement Strategies479

Using the energy-based method depicted in Fig. 11 (c), the dynamic ultimate capacity of the above480

mentioned nonlinear static pushdown analyses is obtained, which is shown in Fig. 12 (a). For the “single481

floor without slab”, the dynamic ultimate capacity of A2, B3 and C3 cases is closest to Rd (the dashed line in482

Fig. 23), which is on the very edge of progressive collapse. Consequently, it is difficult to prevent483

progressive collapse merely relying on the steel frame without improvements. The minimum dynamic484

ultimate capacity of “Single floor with slab” (21.62 kN/m2) is 2.14 times that of “Single floor without slab”485

(7.96 kN/m2). This indicates that, with the help of the composite slab, the structural robustness of the steel486

frame has more than doubled. The minimum dynamic ultimate capacity of Building A (17.12 kN/m2) is 7 %487

higher than that of the building with WFWW connection (16.02 kN/m2); thus, WFBW connection is better488

than WFWW connection in preventing progressive collapse.489

As is noted in the preceding section, after replacing all the girder-to-column connections and490

beam-to-column connections in Building A by the retrofitted connections, the structural robustness has been491

improved by 19 %. As shown in Fig. 12 (a), except for C2 and C3 cases, the dynamic ultimate capacity of all492

cases has been noticeably improved. The ineffectiveness of retrofitted connection for C2 and C3 cases is493

mainly attributable to the slab fracture. For Building A, the failure of C2 and C3 cases is the result of the494

slab fracture, which cuts off the load paths between slabs and girders, and the load paths between slabs and495

beams. Therefore, the advantage of the retrofitted connection cannot be developed if the slab load cannot496

transfer to the girders and beams. Even though the resistance of B2 and B3 cases has been improved by the497
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retrofitted connection, the dynamic ultimate capacity of these two cases has not yet exceeded that of C2 and498

C3 cases, which is also limited by slab fracture. Given this, for the interior column removal scenarios, it499

would be more practical to improve the tensile membrane action of slab, rather than merely improve the500

catenary action of the girders and beams. As noted by Wang et al. (2021), improving the continuity of the501

steel deck can be selected as an appropriate choice.502

Besides, as shown in Fig. 12 (a), the steel braces have significantly improved the dynamic ultimate503

capacity of C2 and C3 cases. However, for the A1 and A3 cases, the dynamic ultimate capacity has even504

been weakened by the steel braces. This phenomenon can be explained by Fig. 12 (b). As depicted by the505

“Type 1” in Fig. 12 (b), if the static response curve is a straight line, the equivalent dynamic response will506

also be a straight line, and Fdu will equal to 0.5Fsu. However, if the static response curve is convex507

downward, as depicted by the “Type 2” in Fig. 12 (b), its corresponding Fdu will larger than 0.5Fsu.508

Therefore, if the Fsu is the same for “Type 1” and “Type 2”, the Fdu of “Type 2” will be higher than that of509

“Type 1”. As shown in Fig. 8 (b), the static load intensity-displacement curves of A1, A2 and A3 cases are510

more similar to the “Type 1”, and the Fsu/Fdu ratios of these cases are approximately equal to 2 (Fig. 12b).511

Hence, although the static ultimate capacity of these cases has been improved by more than 31 % (Table 3),512

the dynamic ultimate capacity may be weakened. While for the C2 and C3 cases in Building B, the static513

load intensity-displacement curves are still “Type 2”, which Fsu/Fdu ratios are range from 1.27 to 1.40. In this514

situation, the steel braces improve the dynamic ultimate capacity by at least 45 %. Based on the results in515

Fig. 12, it can be concluded that, the steel braces cannot be placed at the exterior frames or connected to the516

exterior columns. Because the redistributed vertical load to the removed exterior columns is comparatively517

less, the removed exterior columns supported by the steel braces may not be able to develop much vertical518

displacement, which would change the static response curves from “Type 2” to “Type 1”. Therefore, it is519

better to place the steel braces at the spans not connected with the exterior columns.520

Conclusions521

This study presents a macro modeling approach, which is applicable to analyze the progressive collapse522
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behavior of steel frame buildings with the composite slab. This modeling approach can accurately account523

for the local steel fracture and concrete damage behavior without losing computational efficiency. This524

modeling approach is verified by comparing its results with a full-scale composite floor test; then, it is525

applied to the progressive collapse simulation of a specially designed 5-story prototype building. Based on526

this building, the influence of some key factors, including column failure location, the total number of floors,527

floor slab, beam-to-column connection type, adjacent span, and steel brace, on the collapse resistance are528

investigated. Thereafter, the structural robustness of prototype building is assessed. Meanwhile, a retrofitted529

moment-resisting connection with steel strands is proposed and applied to the prototype building. The530

effectiveness of this developed connection in enhancing structural robustness is validated. Finally, based on531

the obtained analysis results, the following conclusions are reached:532

� In the steel frame buildings with composite slab, the progressive collapse resistance is lower when the533

inner columns and beam side columns are removed, while the progressive collapse resistance is534

comparatively higher when corner columns or girder side columns fail.535

� Except for the corner column loss scenario, the total number of floors of Building A has a negligible536

effect on the progressive collapse resistance, echoing the finding reported by Hoffman and Fahnestock537

(2011). It is noteworthy that, for the prototype building investigated in this study, the floor slab geometry,538

the floor beam configuration, the column dimension, the designed floor load, and the floor height are not539

changed over the height of the building. Any change of these conditions might potentially affect the540

accuracy of this conclusion. Under the corner column loss scenario, the Vierendeel mechanism541

developed between different floors is a benefit for the progressive collapse resistance.542

� The composite floor slab can increase the minimum dynamic ultimate capacity of Building A543

investigated in this study by 114 %. Therefore, the contribution of composite floor slabs needs to be544

carefully considered in the analysis of the progressive collapse behavior of steel frame buildings.545

� Compared with the WFWW connection, the WFBW connection investigated in this study can improve546

the minimum dynamic ultimate capacity of prototype building by 7 %; besides, the load-carrying547
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capacity of Building A at the large deformation stage has also been improved.548

� Adjacent spans can improve the progressive collapse resistance by improving the catenary action and549

tensile membrane action. For Building A, one adjacent span is sufficient for developing the catenary550

action and tensile membrane action.551

� The minimum dynamic ultimate capacity of Building A is about 2.45 times the corresponding Rd.552

Building A has sufficient structural robustness to prevent the progressive collapse initiated by single553

ground floor column failure.554

� If the removed column is located in the affected spans, the steel braces can improve the static ultimate555

capacity by at least 29 %. However, steel braces may be harmful to the sudden exterior column removal556

scenarios. It is better to place the steel braces at the spans not connected with the exterior columns.557

� The proposed retrofitted moment-resisting connection can improve the progressive collapse resistance of558

the girder-to-column connection by 266%. The progressive collapse resistance of the retrofitted559

connection is highest when ls = 3hf, where ls is the distance from the column flange to the anchored end560

of the strand, and hf is the girder height. The prestress in steel strand has no obvious influence on the561

load-carrying capacity and deformation capacity of the retrofitted connection. After installing the562

retrofitted connection, the dynamic ultimate resistance of the prototype building is improved by 19%.563

It is interesting to note that, although the ultimate capacity of the girder-to-column connection is564

increased by 266% by using the retrofitted connection, it can only improve the overall capacity of the565

prototype building by 19%. However, with the contribution of the composite slab, the overall capacity of the566

prototype building is increased by 114%. Therefore, it would be more sensible to focus on improving the567

contribution of the floor slab, rather than merely enhance the connection performance.568
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1

Table 1. Calibrated connection spring parameters.1

δy (mm) ty (kN) δu (mm) tu (kN) δ0 (mm)
Web spring 1.6 107 16 117 17

Flange spring 0.02 300 1.7 400 2

2

Table 2. Calibrated connection spring parameters.3

Connection Spring δy (mm) ty (kN) δu (mm) tu (kN) δ0 (mm)

WFBW
connection

Girder-to-column
Web spring 1.5 280 20 340 39

Flange spring 0.02 1354 2.05 1818 2.55

Beam-to-column
Web spring 1 125 13.5 160 16

Flange spring 0.02 571 2 760 2.5

WFWW
connection

Girder-to-column
Web spring 0.12 460 8 560 12

Flange spring 0.06 1354 0.6 1747 0.8

Beam-to-column
Web spring 0.1 200 12 260 14

Flange spring 0.02 571 1 737 1.5

4

Table 3. Ultimate resistance of prototype buildings.5

Removed column 1.2DL+0.5LL Building A Single floor with slab Single floor without slab WFWW connection Building B
Rd (kN/m2) RA (kN/m2) RA/Rd RA1 (kN/m2) RA/RA1 RA1f (kN/m2) RA1/RA1f RAW(kN/m2) RA/RAW RB (kN/m2) RB/RA

A1 7 30.61 4.37 26.51 1.15 14.82 1.79 29.64 1.03 40.07 1.31
A2 7 23.07 3.30 21.62 1.07 11.43 1.89 22.84 1.01 38.42 1.67
A3 7 23.12 3.30 22.51 1.03 14.92 1.51 23.24 0.99 36.05 1.56
B1 7 29.88 4.27 30.45 0.98 19.86 1.53 30.33 0.99 38.64 1.29
B2 7 22.87 3.27 24.22 0.94 12.98 1.87 22.11 1.03 22.92 1.00
B3 7 23.11 3.30 24.04 0.96 11.54 2.08 22.82 1.01 23.51 1.02
C1 7 34.29 4.90 31.54 1.09 20.61 1.53 31.46 1.09 33.62 0.98
C2 7 23.70 3.39 26.13 0.91 16.18 1.62 22.54 1.05 40.37 1.70
C3 7 25.36 3.62 24.77 1.02 11.57 2.14 23.52 1.08 42.11 1.66

6

7

Table
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Table 4. Static and dynamic ultimate resistance of Building C and Building A.8

Removed
column

1.2DL+0.5LL Building A Building C
Rd (kN/m2) RA (kN/m2) Fdu_A (kN/m2) Fdu_A/Rd RC (kN/m2) Fdu_C (kN/m2) RC/RA Fdu_C/ Fdu_A

A1 7 30.61 23.22 3.32 31.67 26.66 1.03 1.15
A2 7 23.07 18.67 2.67 26.81 22.14 1.16 1.19
A3 7 23.12 20.22 2.89 28.76 22.27 1.24 1.10
B1 7 29.88 24.58 3.51 33.08 28.07 1.11 1.14
B2 7 22.87 17.12 2.45 26.27 20.45 1.15 1.19
B3 7 23.11 17.27 2.47 25.80 20.49 1.12 1.19
C1 7 34.29 25.41 3.63 37.00 29.86 1.08 1.18
C2 7 23.70 19.84 2.83 27.58 20.79 1.16 1.05
C3 7 25.36 19.98 2.85 28.04 21.17 1.11 1.06

9



1

Fig. 1. Modeling methodology flowchart

Figure 1
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. Composite floor test: (a) Plan view (in millimeters); (b) Material properties (c); Push-out tests; (d) Load-displacement curves

Figure 2
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Macro modeling of the girder-to-column connection: (a) Macro model of the connection region; (b) Axial load-deformation

relationship for connection spring; (c) Connection spring calibration

Figure 3



4

Fig. 4. Macro modeling of the composite slab: (a) Macro model of the composite slab; (b) Calibration model of the composite slab;

(c) Calibration results

Figure 4
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Prototype buildings: (a) Building A; (b) Building B; (c) Connection details

Figure 5



6

Fig. 6. Influences of the column failure location, the total number of floors, and the floor slab.

Figure 6
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Influences of the connection type: (a) Comparison of the WFBW connection and WFWW connection; (b) Macro modeling of

the WFWW connection; (c) Comparison between the prototype buildings with WFBW connection or WFWW connection.

Figure 7
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Influences of the steel braces: (a) Modeling approach for steel braces; (b) Comparison between Building A and Building B

Figure 8
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Fig. 9. Influence of adjacent spans.

Figure 9
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Structural robustness evaluation method: (a) Energy-based analysis of sudden column loss; (b) Structural robustness

evaluation procedure

Figure 10
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11
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Fig. 11. Retrofitted moment-resisting connection: (a) Connection configuration and parametric analysis; (b) Macro model of the

retrofitted connection; (c) Comparison between Building C and Building A
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Structural robustness comparisions: (a) Dynamic ultimate capacities for prototype buildings; (b) Performance of Building B

under sudden column loss

Figure 12


